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The Dugout Dope •••

Tigers Are Best in Both Leagues!
.'
By Bob Kunkel
·
W1th the 1950 baseball season
approximately one-third over, and
be.mg as I:ow: the fourth o:f; July
miles~one IS. JUSt around the corner, It would be a good idea to
s!le how our. pre-season predic•
t10ns are commg along.
•
However, before we do that
let's jt~st sit back and· marvel at
the astronomical batting averages
that have been posted thus far. It
seems that inflation has even
found its evil way into our national pastime, much to the horror of
the poor perspiring pitcher. Our
heart bleeds for these forgotten
men of the diamond.
But on to the American League·
A jubilant glance at the record~
shows us that our dark horse candidate, the Detroit Tigers are currently the hottest club in either
league. Rolling along •at
prodigious .712 clip as of Tuesday
they appear to be the solidest ou~
fit arou!]d. From the beginning,
our only doubts were centered
around Johnny Lipon and Dick
Kryhoski; and our hats go off today to the diminutive Lipon who
is hitting up there with the best
of them. Too, we would like to
point to the fine play of Don Kolloway who filled in like a trooper
when Kryhoski did prove disappointing. All of which proves that
Red Rolfe's Raiders are strong
throughout, and we're still picking
them.
As was expected, the Boston
Red Sox are slugging the seams
off the ball. There is not one man
in the regular lineup that is hitting below the charmed .30() mark.
Proof of their power was seen last
week when theybroke the league
record for runs scored in a single
game; 29 against the lowly
Browns. But the Beantowners are
in fourth place. A math student
would tell you that this is because
somewhere along the line the
other teams must be scoring more
than they.
Apparently the New York
Yankees liked the name of "Team
of DestinY." that was given them
last year. • They sure are trying
to repeat anyway. The nip and
tuck battle between the Yanks
and t~e Tigers has kept everyone ·
guessmg all along, and we must
remember that DiMag has not yet
hit his stride. They are a game
club, no doubt. The Cleveland Indians are right up there to fulfill
our forecast for the first division.
There are few that will argue
as to the ;most disappointing team
in the :majors; Philadelphians will
tell you that the boys of Connie
Mack are not supposed to be in
.last place. Tales of internal
trouble have been reported and it
may be that the era of Connie
Mack is nearing its end in the City
of Brotherly Love. As for the rest
· of the second division, turn them
all around and you have them in
the position that we predicted. At
least they will still be in second
division when the last ball is
pitched this year.
Over in the National League,
the "Take Your Pick League,"
our other dark horse candidate,
the Boston Braves are in fourth
place; but only three games separate them from the deadlocked
Dodgers and Cards. We feel that
Southworth's gang has had a few
bad breaks and so we are going to
stick with them too. A kindly word
might be said, however, for the
fighting kids of Eddie Sawyer.
Philadelphia fans may give a
cheer for the Phils. They are a
very rough team and maybe next
year.
.
The second division in this
league too, is shaping up to early
expectations. That is, all except
for the pesky Chicago Cubs who
do not seem to realize that they
were supposed to inhabit the cellar. They take great pleasure in
knocking off the leaders, but must
feel sorcy for their other second
diVision mates.
So that's how things look from
the bleachers. It is tM early to say,
"I told you so," and wouldn't be
ethical anyway. !t is a great year

a

Grid· Back and Guard
Get Coaching J~bs
: Two members of last year's
football team have recently re•
ceived coaching jobs i.n New Mex~
ico high schools. Joe Stell, Lobo
. fullback and cb•captain, will begift his duties as as~istant football
coa:i:lh at Deming next September.
Kenneth :Pharr, guard tin the
last two Lobo teams, has been aP•
pointed head football coach at
Lord!!bu:rg, Pha:rr will ls!l assist
in. bllsketlJAU a:nd track. Both men
were members of the 1950 graduating class.

High School Stars
Will Perform Here

Four of the nation's top coaches
thl!ugh, 1·egardless of the super. have
accepted invitations to New
flmty of base hits and runs These Mexico's
North-South all star
things are· to be expected until football and
basketball games to
next ~onth when the pitchers get . be held at the'University
Aug,
the. kmks out. Then the ball will 11 and 12. They will headonteams
sJ:rmk a bit, the batting averages selected from outstanding high
will drop, and we may have a few school seniors in schools all over
20-game winners; say maybe Art the state.
Houtteman, Bob Lemon, Robin
Coaching the all-star Southern
Roberts and Johnny Sain? ?
basketball team will be Everett F.
. Sh~lton,, head hoop coach at the
Umversity of Wyoming and winner of. the National NCAA tournament m 1942-43. Opposing him on
the hardwoods is the N orthem
mentor Coach Howard A. Hobson,
head of the Yale squad and also
an NCAA winner in 1939.
S.M.U.'s H. M. "Rusty'' Russell
formeily assistant to Matty Bed
and now head coach at the Texas
s!lhool, will supervise grid activities for the Northern team with
So~thern competition under the
gmdance of Paul "Bear" Bryant
head coach at the University of
Kentucky.
The four coaches will lecture at
the seventh1 annual coaching clinic'
to be held at the University sponsored by the Albuquerque Lions
Club and the New Mexico Coaches
and Officials association, The clinic
?pens o_n Aug, 6 with registration
m Carhsle gymnasium and closes
A~g. 12 with the North-South
gnd tangle.

SIGHTS OF NEW MEXiCO

by J. T. Reid
•

One-Armed ...

-State Tourist Bureau
B ~ii~tors ar~ shown inspecting The Long House in Frijoles Canyon
an ~ Ier Nabonal ~onumen~. The cliff dwellings were buiJ.t. and
occupied.by pueblo Inqtans durmg the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries
At one time the dwellmgs were two and three stories high. The picto~
graph under glass once decorated the back of one of the rooms.

This week I advise you to make
the excUI·sion to the historic Frijoles Canyon, It is a good day's
trip. You should leave Albuquerque not later than 8 a.m. Go north
on highway 85 to Santa Fe on
through the village of Tes~que
and turn left on the Los Alamos
ro!ld (,Paved) at Pojoaque. (At
this pomt, you can see the town of
Los Alamos roosting on the hillside far to the west.)
Follow the road .signs to Frijoles. When you enter the canyon
you will find the buildings of the
Two dances and a barbecue are Bandelier National Monument
on the entertainment schedule for Courteous guides will meet you·
the nation's 171 top college golf- ask you to register and will an~
ers who will compete in the fifty- nounce the time of the next guided
t~irq annual NCAA meet here betour, through the ancient ruins. A
gmmng Sunday.
fee IS charged.
Mrs. Elna Richardson of the
It will now be near noon. Again
women's P.E. department has an- I recommend that you do not hurnounced that the visiting golfers ry. Take it easy. The altitude may
will be invited to attend a regular affect you.
student body dance Saturday
If you have brought your lunch ·
night in the SUB ballroom. All there are neat camp tables in th~
women stud~mts attending · the dense shade along the Rito de los
summer sess10n are asked to at- . Frijoles. Customarily during the
tend.
summer the cafe at the monument
Tuesday night, a western dance
for the NCAA golfers will feature a floor show with Mexican
songs, dances and castinets, plus
popular dancing :for visitors not
acquainted with the square dance
This dance will be held under th~
flood lights of the tennis courts
Erskine Caldwell, author of
A pit barbecue for players a'nd
C<?aches ~vill be held here Sunday more than 20 books and novels
mght pnor to the annual NCAA visited UNM literature and wri~
ing classes early this week. He
golf coaches meeting.
spoke about the requirements conSidered, essen~ial for writing from
Schedule Announced
a W«?rkmg Wl'lter's standpoint.
First comes inventiveness of
For Golf Tournament plot, Caldwell said, then the use
.words to give meaning. His
The. 53rd Annual National Inter. of
best-known books are "Tobacco
collegiate Golf Championships will Road''
and "God's Little Acre.''
open at the University June 25
and continue through July 1 on
Cleopatra, contrary to widethe following schedule:
spread
belief, was not Egyptian·
Suuday, June 25
she
was
Greek, or Macedonian. '
East-West matches
Driving Contest
Annual coaches meeting
Monday, June 26
Qualifying rounds and team
Warner-Woods
. championship.
Tuesday, June 27
For the Best in Portraits
Qualifying rounds and team
1804 E. Central
championship.
Wednesday, June 28
Low 64 qualifiers begin match
play for individual championship, first round.
Thursday, June 29
Second and third rounds of
match play.
Friday, June 30
Quarter-finals and semi-finals,
match play.
Saturday, July 1
36-hole individual championship finals.

serves meals. They are nice and
reasonably priced.
. Be o!l hand when the guide
gi_ves ~Is lecture on the Frijoles
chff rums. Follow him closely as
he takes you along the paths dnce
tr~d by sca:tp.pering children,
brigJ:t-eyed .ma}dens and charging
warnors. Sit m a house whose
front step is 30 :feet above the
grou';ld! Let your imagination run.
It will leave you tingling inside
and coolish on the outside.
Meander back homeward in the
late afternoon. Stop along the way
for ~upper. Relax in an early bath,
remimsce of the day's experiences
and dream of romance in the bygone centuries. Your grades on
Monday may be the better .for it.

Finds Butchering
Is Too Hazardous
A small anxious-looking man
grew fidgety as he progressed in
the line at the employment office
.Finally, when it was his turn at
the desk, he pleaded to be placed
in a job immediately.
He was asked the routine questions and told to wait for a call.
In response to more pleading, the.
clerk asked him, "Are you a meat
cutter?'
" "Meat cutter?'' he hesitated.
Oh . • • sure, I can cut meat.
I'm a meat cutter.''
The clerk gave him a card and
an . address, . and the applicant
walked out. After about an hour
he retumed and resumed a place
in line. When he arrived at the
desk again the same clerk remembered him and asked, "What is
the matter? Was the job already
taken?"
"No," the prospective meat cutter answered shyly, "I just
thought I'd rather try something
else.''
The clerk was puzzled, but
h~nded him another card. The ap•
phcant reached for it with a newly bandaged hand, turned, and
walked out of the office again.

176 Engineers Honored

The football coaching staff is
busy 1;his summer interviewing
prl!spectiy.e st-gdents who have
wn.tten , m to mq~ire about the
Umvers1ty's athletic program.

Universities and Colleges
Engi:neering Department
Heads $8000; Pharmocology
Science. YoungPh.D.'s
·
needed ~n all fields. Li· ,,
brarians. Horne Ec. to

One hundred seventy-six Engi~
neering students made the dean's
honor roll for Semester II, 194950, according to a. list from the office ?f Dean M. E. Farris, Engineenng head.

Erskine Caldwell
Talks in Writing Class

.

"It Is Our Pleasure to Setve You"
Dixie Patriots·
Laundry
PICK UP
and

YOUR F'AVORITE LUNCHES
OUR OWN BETTER ICE CREAM
COMPLETE FOUNTAIN SERVICE
ORDERS '1'0 'rAKE OUT

DELIVERY
821

s.

Third

CHISHOLM'S

1:1..

PHONE

6943

On Central Across from the Men's Dorm

Friday, June 23, 1950
Page Four

Korean War Menaces
Home and Family of
Student from Seoul

I
I

'

I

/Ofi!IS

'

I

I

Headquarters for All Your
Jewelry Needs
ALSO
Sp~cial Designing, Manufac-

tunng and Engraving-Expert
Watch and Jewelry Repairing
CENTRAL AT SECOND
Dial '1334 \or .6150

Welcome Again
Students

EASTSIDE
CLEANERS
and

-laundry
Two Hour Dry Cleaning
When Needed
Ask Almost Any Student
One Block From U
'

1706 :E. Central
Tel. 2-1395 or 2•2708

Teachers Wanted

$6500. Coastto Coast
Coverage.

Elementary and Secondary
Inexperienced teachers
start at $2700 to $3000.
M9re for experience. Calif.,
Mteh.; Others.
Music, Art, Home Ec.,
Elem. Supervisors,

Principals, Critics. Top
Money.

CUNE TEACHERS
. AGENCY, INC.
East Lansing, Michigan

A popular spot these days is the Univ~r~ity pool. Ciddie Cain (center)
is displaying her form (diving, that is) while Sue Baker (left) kibitzes
a little by scratching her hoof on the diving boat·d. Ed Garvanian looks
on. (Photo by Allan Mogull.)

.

"

I
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Taos Student Wins Jobs Are Available
Kappa Scholarship For Engineer, Artist
Kathleen R. Kepner of Taos has
been awarded the $150 Kappa
Kappa Gamma scholarship. The
soi'Ority offers the prize each
year to the woman student who
has earned at least 30 cl'edit hours,
lias creditable schola1·sl1ip and financial need.
Miss Kepner's grade point aver•
age is 2.09. She is a junior in the
College of Education.
Three Christina Kent scholarships have been accepted by New
Mexico high school graduates for
use next fall. The scholarships
provide $82.50 :for each student.
They are: Ermelinda Martinez,
Santa Cruz; Mary Ethel Cousland,
Deming, and Frances Tafoya, Socorro.
Winners must be t•esidents of
New Mexico. The scholarships are
presented to. graduates who are
considered most worthy on basis
of their applications and recommendations from their high school
principals,

A full-time job for the summer
months is available for some engineering student who can use
$250 to $275 a month. The Placement Bureau says the job will involve mapping and keeping tabs
on pipe location for a -distribution
company.
A decorating concern needs a
typist, and a Fine Arts graduate
or a student who has studied art
might land the job.
Further information is available at the Placement Bureau, room
104 in the Administration building.

Film Society Runs
~hap/in Comedies

For the third offeling of its
summer series, the University
Film Society is presenting a .festival of some of the older comedies
of Charlie Chaplin. The films are
shown each Saturday at 8 and 10
p.m. in .the Inter-American Affah-s patio.
The Chaplin festival includes
"The Rink," "The Vagabond,"
Adventurer," "Easy Street"
Mo1•e than 200 of the golfers "The
and
"His
Trysting Place.'' The
participating in the NCAA films are representative
of Chaptournament are staying at the lin's .early period when the
little
men's new dormitory, Mrs. Maud man with the sad face, baggy
Davis, housemother, said.
pants, and over-sized shoes was a
"So far '" she
said, "only two favorite
,-,
of millions.
golf balls have broken dormitory
Further
information about seawindows.'' Both crashed into the
dining room, one at breakfast son tickets and single admissions
Mortday and one before lunch. No !It the door can be obtained by callone appeared to claim the balls, mg 8861, ext. 376.
she added.
She quoted one of the golfers
as complaining that the lighter Intra-Murals Attract
atmosphere in Albuquerque makes
42 Per Cent of U Men
the balls travel farther.
Referling to the conduct of the
Of the 3,441 men registered at
visiting sportsmen, Mrs. Davis
the
University of New Mexico dursaid, "I'm surprised at how little
ing the 1949-50 school year 42 per
trouble they cause.''
cent participated in some form of
irttra-mural activity, John Dolzadelli, intra-mural director, an•
... Nine Anthro Students nounced
today.
· ··
. . . ..
For Semester I, basketball
Go to National Forest ~opped
the list with 245 men playNine anthropology majors, un- mg a total of 125 games. Next in
der the supervision of Or. Paul popularity was baseball, football,
Reiter, left Tuesday for a month's swimming, and track, each sport
field trip in' the Lincoln National drawing well over 100 particiForest.
partts.
The gt·oup loaded a truck with
Semestet· II sa.w track take the
supplies and camping equipment popularity lead with 1M athletes
and set out to live in the wide open competing in 12 events. 'l'otal atspaces and scratch around for tendance for the meets was estisigns of prebistotic inhabitants.
mated at 1,400. Softball, volleyMembers of the field, group are ball, and bowling ti·ailed as attert•
Mr. and M1•s, Roscoe Wilmetli, Lee tion-getters. •
Arnett, J et'ome Biddle J. Lee Cor~
Participation in tennis, cross
rell, Arthur Jelenik 1 Alan Oppen• .
heimer1 John Stern, and Leon country, ,golf, handball, horseshoes, relay, and fencing made up
Stover.
They plan to return tti the cam- the ·rest of the 1,438 students in
intra-murals.
pus July 19.

Golf Balls Soar;
Dorm Panes Break

'

l'ro. 83
...

~.

North Texas ~agfes .Capture
Golf Tourney Cham'pionship

Correct Divi

Barbecue Planned
For NCAA Golfers

Marie Wilson, star of the "My
Friend Irma" films and radio program, is shown toying with a
little gadget in Las Vegas, Nev.
Part of her new movie, "Irma
Goes West," was shot in Albuquerque · in February, but not
THIS part of it, oh no. Miss Wilson will pull the lever of a slot
machine in Las Vegas Monday
and draw the name of some newspaper or radio commentator from
a fish bowl with each jerk. When
(and if?) she hits the jackpot, the
name she holds on that stroke will
get a $500 bond.
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The Korean War has sp'ecial
meaning for one University student. Sang Keun Chun, a freshman in Engineering who lives at
457 N. Ash St., is a native of Seoul, South Korean capital.
"I am terribly worried about
the war," Sang Keun said. "I am
so worried I can't study. If North
Korea takes over the South, my
family will probably be killed. My
:family is Christian and Democratic.''
Two of Chun's brothers are
ministers, another is a banker, and
a fourth works :for a printing
company. Chun flew to the United
States last October and has not
been back to Korea since that
time. He is sponsored here by Dr.
and Mrs. C. G. Shambaugh of 233
N. Yucca Ave.
"I think that if the American
govemment helps South Korea,
we can win. Americans usually
think the South Korean party is
like the Chiang Kai-Shek party,
but there is quite a difference,"
Chun continued. "There is quite
a Democratic party in South Korea. 'i\Iost of the students will
leave school to fight the Communists.''
Chun has had no word from his
family since the war broke out.
He tried to phone them but could
not get through. It has been about
a month since he had a letter
from them.
One of his brothers, the Reverend Sung C. Chun, was to attend
a religious conference in Toronto,
Can., but Chun does not know if
he got out of Korea before the
start of the war. The older brother
is head of a seminar in Korea.
"I am very happy here in the
United States," Chun went on. "It
is a wonderful country and everyone is very friendly to me. Dr.
Shambaugh and his wife pay all
my expenses and are very good to

me."

Chun repeated that he was
thankful the American government is helping the Koreans. He
said he might be summoned to return to his homeland to join the
fight against the Communists. If
he is allowed to finish his school~
ing here he will retum to Korea
and teach in the university there.
Lea111ing English has been difficult, Chun said,. because there
is no Korean-English dictionary.
He speaks Japan~se fluentl,y, since
Korea was dommated by Japan
from the end of the Russo-Japanese War to World War II. He
uses a Japanese-Ertglish dictionary in his school work.

The 53rd National Intercollegiate golf tournament goes
into the semi-final round this afternoon at the University
course. The.36-hole finals will be p1ayed tomorrow.
One of the largest galleries in Albuquerque golfing history is expected to be on hand to witness the climax of the

Art Connoisseur
Meets Confusion
In New Exhibit
By Pablo P. Casso
· Walking through the hallway
of the Art Building is getting to
be like running the gauntlet in a
:fun house. To one suffering :from
vertigo, it's a positive menace.
One exhibit ended last week, and
another just like it went up.
At first glimpse, one gets the
impression that a bunch of bouncing art students got to cutting up
and tossed a few paint pots at
each other and struck the walls.
Strange pattems in strange colors
loom up as you enter the doorway.
Closer inspection reveals that the
blobs have titles.
"The Little Bird Too Little to
Fly" must have been too little to
paint also, because if a bird is
there, just where is it? It's impossible to find even a shoe in the
one titled, "The Shoemaker.''
A piece of crumpled-up carbon
paper is titled "Ranchos de Taos,"
. but two frames sot\tb, the same
carbon paper seen from another
angle is titled, "La Mesa Negra.''
"Still Life with .Dead Bird" and
"New Mexico" defy description. A
possible clue to the latter is that
it was painted during a sand
storm, because that's what it looks
like.
·
Other entries do not have titles.
Suggestions (which would no
doubt fit them just about as well
as titles named above) are: "Spider Webs in the Smog, Looking
East," "Family Heirlooms of a
Pack Rat, Peeping West;'' and
"Reception Room in a Mole's
Tunnel.''

Honor Students Named
For Spring Semester
In the College of Fine Arts at
the end of the semester just completed, five students made a
straight "A" record. They are
Jean Crandal, Charlotte Warren,
Virginia Drew, Steve Newberry,
and Richard A. Higgins.
Ten Fine Arts students made
high "B" and 53 eamed a "B"
average.

Education Roll Has 51
Fifty-one students in the College of Education are named on
Dean S. P. Nanninga's honor roll
for the second semester of the
1949-50 school year. One student,
Carl Cupples, made a straight "A"
average.

Crime and Punishment • •

•

Police ·ouell Riot' ot Downtown Bistro
Sgt. Noel looney's campus po- since the mafn parking lot across
from the Administration building
lice :records listed an arrest of a has beert closed to students. Conman and his wife for ·drunkenness struction of the new classroom
-and disturbing the peace. Both building sta1·ted Monday with preforfeited $30 bonds in police court. liminat>y staking of the area. . .
The other two lots, the one beThe two were fighting with each
hind
the gymnasium and the one
other in front of a downtown bar.
l!ast
1>f
the President's hotne and
A smoke fire ih the lib1·ary was
reported by Patrolman James some of the streets are to be used
Dl'iskill Wednesday. The fire was from now on, he said. He added,
caused by a shorted transformer "I'm kept busy telling students
on the dumb-waiter•. Sgt. Looney where to go~to park that is.''
Thet·e were 25 overnight parksaid there was a similar fire irt the
ing
violations, three other ):)arking
woodwork shop next door to . the
violations,
and three traffic 'violapolice office.
Patrolman Driskill reported be- tions. One motorist who failed to
ing accosted several times with stop at a stop sign was cited and
irtquiries about parking areas was reported to be very rude.

grueling individual championship
battle. 'l'he winner will join the
charmed-links circle with Coach
Fred Cobb's hot-shooting North
Texas Eagles, who salted away
the team title for the second
straight year with a total of 573
strokes, a new NCAA record. .
Two New Mexico Lobos came
out on top in first-round matches
Wednesday. Jim Frost won a
three-and-two victo1>y over Frank
O'Connor of Canisius and Paul
Halter nipped Frank Morey of
San Diego State one up on the
20th hole. Peter Griggs, I.obo No.
1 ·and Borde:r: Conference champion, lost in a qualifying playoff
Tuesday by the first glow of the
moon.
Jim Frost made a sensational
42-foot putt on the 16th hole to
beat Roy McKenzie of North
Carolina just before press time.
This put Frost in the thh·d round
of the championship bracket and
in the top 16 ·of the toumey.
For the second successive year
Arnold Palmer of Wake Forest
nabbed the qualifying medal with
a pair of 69's for a 138 total. Mor1·is Williams Jr. of Texas had the
lowest round in qualifying play,
67..
.
Defending champion .H a r v i ~
Ward of North Carolina came
through as expected in the first
round, toppling Bo Faulkenberry
of Oklahoma, five and four.
Palmer won over Bill Harris of
Denver four and three.
Other results in the initial
match contests found Bob McCall
of Colgate winning over Wes Ellis of Texas, :four and two. Bud
Moe of Stanford downed Joe Conrad of North Texas one up. Geme
Littler. of San Diego State won
from Frank Van Meter of Den~
ver, three and two. Fred Wampler
of Purdue beat Paul McMullen of
Denver. six and five; and Bill Johnston of Utah eliminated Tom
Smith of Penn State, six and five.
Billy Maxwell of North Texas
prevailed over Nevada Amateur
champion Wayne Adams one up
on the 19th. Two down going into
the 13th, Maxwell produced four
birdies in a row to go one up.
Adams squared it on the 18th with
a birdie four before bowing out
on the 19th. ·
Other first-round results: Ben
Alyea of UCLA over Paul Harney
of Holy Cross, five and four Dick
McElyea of Stanford over Bob
Buchanan of Purdue, one up in 19;
John Wallace of Stanfo1·d two and
one over Dick Horch of Ohio
State; Harry Mussatto of Illinois
State Normal over Gene Peterson,
of Illinois, one up; Geo1·ge Big~
ham, Oklahoma Aggies, over
Bailey Glenn of Duke, one up in
19; Gene Coulter of Purdue over
Tom Veech of Notre Dame, one
up; Roy McKenzie of North Carolina over Wayne Speegle of Oklahoma, one up in 19.
John Owens of Kentucky beat
Thomas Hanson of Utah, three
and two; Dick Yost of Oregon
State beat John Knosher of Stanford, two up; George Dayiantis of
Illinois over Don Janual"'J. of
North Texas, four and three; Ron
Clark of Oregon ovet• Art Deak of
Ohio State, three and two; Bob
Crozier of Stanford ovei' Eddie
Griffiths of Indiana, seven and
five.
Daye Laflin of Purdue over Robert Crabb . of Colorado College,
four and two; Sonny Harris of
Wake Forest over Dave Logan of
lllinois, one up; Bob Ha1·e of Kan•
sas over Frank Eckert of North
Carolina, one up in 20; E. J, Rogers of Oklahoma over Tom Nieporte of Ohio State, six and five;
and Joseph Bala of Canisius over
Bud Worsham of Wake Forest,
two and orte.
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WARM-UP FOR WAR
Korea is more than 6,000 miles due west of San Francisco on the mainland of Asia sheltered from the Pacific by
Japan. It is a land of steep mountains and narrow valleys
about three-fourths the size of New Mexico. Its capital and
battle line of the present conflict is Seoul. Seoul's population
is 935A64, almost twice as many people as there are in the
entire State of New Mexico.
The history of the Korean peninsula dates to the twelfth
century B. C. "Poised as a Russian-dominated dagger at the
heart of Japan, Korea was the cause of the Russo-Japanese
war of 1904-05." It was taken over by Japan, but since
Japan's defeat in World War Two the.northern half has been
occupied by Russia and the southern half by the United
States.
.
.
Korea has cold winters and hot summers with an annual
average rainfall of 20 inehes in the interior and 60 inches
on the southern coast.
"The mulberry tree thrives, 60,000 acres being planted
with them." The Japanese-encouraged silkworm industry
employs 786,000 families. Agriculture, fi.shing, manufacturing and mining are the main industries. Main exports are
cereals, seeds and foodstuffs. Principal imports are machinery, vehicles, metals and minerals.
There are 13,149 persons for each passenger car in Korea, while the ratio in the United States is five persons to
each car. The monetary unit is the Won, worth $.0022.
Prominent religions are Buddhist, Christian and Shinto ..
Of the world's 20,000,000 active Communists, 50,000 are in
Korea and 70,000 are in the United States.
Is it worth warming up a wal' for Korea?

LETTERIP
What's Wrong?
Dear Editor:
Coming to the university as a
freshman this summer I was looking forward to seeing the first issue of the Lobo.
Upon seeing the first paper I
was disappointed. The paper was
very newsy and gave information
to new students about the university. Is that only what the paper
is. to do ? As the editor of a leading high school newspaper in the
state, I felt it lacked ,the vim and
vigor that a school newspaper
should possess.
What are some of the leading
organizations ()n the campusWho are some of the leading
people at the university-what are
they like? Aren't there some cute
happenings around the campus
that we could all laugh at? Why
not publish some things of this
sort?
R.J.F.
Thanks for your suggestions.
They are good. Will you help us
out by doing some of these
things?
Ed.

Gouging
Dear Editor:
Don't you think something
should be done about the "gouging" that's going on he1·e at the
University? Some of the merchants are just fine, sure, but look
at the ones that take advantage
of their customers, who are mostly University students, every
chance they get.
Why do you suppose so many
text books come with the book
jacket removed? Would it be so
that the dealer can set whatever
price he wants to on the book

afte1• he th1·ows away the jacket
with the printed price on it7
At the Pig Stand, coffee is five
cents at the counter, but if the
customer buys it at the counter
and totes it over t() a booth to
drink it, the price goes up to 10¢.
. Some stores charge a sales tax on
tobacco and magazines, when the
tax is already figured in.
At the Camel the usual trick is
to poUl' milk from a quart bottle
when the customer orders milk,
which 1 believe is a violation of
the law, instead of giving the customer a half-pint individual bottle to be opened and poured by the
customer, And they use a nickelsize glass when they pour from
the big bottle. A nickel isn't much,
perhaps, but when they repeat it
a hundred times a day, it counts
up.
How can The Mirage get a
Class A rating from the City
Sanitary inspector when they have
such a filthy spout for carbonated
water?
Please don't publish my name
because I have to eat somewhere
and I don't want to get arsenic
in my hot dog the next time I go
in one of these .places.
NAME WITHHELD

Doesn't Like Reds
Dear Editor:
A person from Toledo, 0., volunteered to join the South Korean
army along with .several students
at Stanfo1·d University and Notre
Dame.
·
"I don't like these Reds anyhow. I'd like to get in and help
knock hell out of those guys," he
said.
The Korean embassy 1·efused
their services. They might better
have accepted this Toledo character. The blood-thirsty pervert is
just apt to join the other side in
order to get to kill someone. What
goes· on in universities to make
people lose their common sense
and yet gain no knowledge?
G. S.P.

BLOWING A HORN
One of the worst things about automobile drivers today
is their lack of good manners. Motorists apparently lose politeness when they step into their machines and start rolling.
If a pedestrian came up behind another person walking
slower, would he shout at him to get out of the way and let
him pass?
.
.
Would a stroller, if he arrived at a corner at the. same
time as several other pedestrians, stop, leer, and break into
a run in order to cross first, or would he graciously allow the
old lady with the load of packages go before him?
If the old lady dropped a package, would he impatiently
fidget and scream at her to hurry up.and get going, or would
he pick it up for her, or at least wait for her to do it?
While rushing across the street, would he stomp and cuss
and threaten to sue if another ambulator bumped into him?
Would anyone in his right mind shout at the top of his
voice to an acquaintance across the street?
Would he rush up to the only visibly vacant seat in a restaurant and quickly sit down, cutting out a slower but closer
patron?
It would be amusing to watch a Crosley-size person tcy
it with one Cadillac-size sometime.
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FIRE CHASERS
Tucumcari's Volunteer Fire Department has enough on
its hands when the siren blows without being bothered by
members of the Tucumcari Moron Society. Meaning those
characters who chase every fire truck and take out at the
sound of the siren and head in the direction of a blaze. They
endanger lives, peril themselves, and generally create chaos
and sometimes bring havoc down upon themselves and
others.
The new twist is to beat the trucks to the scene and it
seems to be lots more exciting and confusing than just poking along behind them. It's even better if there are vehicles
to be overtaken and passed and, of course, the ultimate is
reached when a car or truck approaches from the opposite
direction. This calls for quick action and split-second thinking ·and adds spice to the whole adventure.
We suggest that steps be taken by the proper authorities
to punish those who weaken the effectivenes of our firemen
by chasing fire trucks.
-Tucumcari American

Why didn't you tell me you were broke?

ROVING REPORTER
A select group of students were
asked the following question by
our roving reporter. "What is your
opinion of child psychology?"
Some of the answers were:
Justin Rinaldi: "It's OK for
kids."
Brooks Currey: "Spank em."
Joe Smith: "Huh? How do you
·
spell that?"
Gertrude Cranny: "Art's the
thing. Why don't people concern
themselves with the finer things?"
Mabel Strong: 41I've got two
kids/'
Robert (Bobby) Gulspie: "I had

four kids by my first marriage,
then I got divorced and I married
my second wife who had three we
were lonely and we adopted two
small fellows, my third wife had
two and lost one but then a little
,orphan came to live with us , , •
~and what I want to know is how
many kids do I have?"
A baseball contains cork, rubber, wool yarn, cotton thread, rubber cement, and horsehide. The
hides from 3,500 nags are needed
to meet yearly baseball cover
needs of one big baseball manut1
facturer.

BY AL CAPP
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The Fifth Column
c - - by The Third. 1\ian _ __.
SABOTAGE, Perhaps this little story on the origin of the term
Fifth Column might be interesting, if it is true, The phrase is
credited to Francisco Fran~<?~ wh9,
when he·wa!l marching on lVladrid,
said, "I have four columns closing
in on Madrid, and a fifth column
inside the city.''
SABOTAGE ON THE SECOND FLOOR. A journa!i!lm student, who shall be nameless, can
back up his statement that his
name is in Who's Who. By typing
his name on a slip of paper and inserting the slip between pages
2312 and 2313, he truthfully can
say his name' is in Who's Who. He
has another gem for draft-dodgers
now that war seems imminent.
When the National Anthem is
played and no flag is visible, ordinarily the listener faces the
band. Advice to the unpatriotic
slob is, "If you can't see the flag,
face the music.'' I'm not su1·e just
what that means, but I guess the
d-dodger is supposed to well, face
the music.
SLAP-HAPPY SLOGANS. New
Mexico used to have "The Sunshine State" imprinted on license
plates. Now Florida has taken up
that cast-off slogan for he1· tags.
Colofado gets a lot of color scattel·ed via tags, since only the last
thl'ee letters of "Colorful Colorado" diffe.r. Utah use!]. to have a
dilly on her plates: "This Is The
Place" which is what Brigham
Young is credited with saying
when he decided to settle in the
Salt Lake Valley. Kansas uses
"The Wheat State," and when the
voters cast aside prohibition a
couple of years ago, a jol\er
blocked out the "h" and '"a" of
wheat. Arkansas calls itself ''Land
of Opportunity," G e or g i a is
"Peach State," Arizona is "Grand
Canyon State,' Wisconsin is
"America's Dairyland," Vermont
plugs "Green Mountains," Montana is "The Treasure State,"
Maine is "Vacationland," and
New Mexico is "Land of Enchantment," but what happened to California and Texas'? Perhaps they
can afford to be magnanimous in
a case like this.
LIQUID DIETS. It would be
fun if all the people who read the
sign, "Have a coke," would walk
into stores and demand a free
drink. The signs don't say BUYa
coke, And what if 450,000 people
(rough estimate) should accept
Lloyd Nolan's jolly invitation in
the ads to "Join me in a glass of
smooth, superb Schenley's"? His
house might overflow with good
cheer. Bill Cheek, a student here
in 1947-48 who had a little program on one of the local stations,
said in an aside: "Brought.to you
by the wonder product-we wonder how we sell it--Capistrano
Beer. E.very swallow comes back.''
And: "She was only a moonshiner's daughter, but he loved her
(di)still(ery).'' Gets involved with
the parentheses. Omit 'em. Also:
"She didn't kick the bucket; she
just turned a little pale (pail) all
over."
BULL FROM THE BOARDS.
"The buy of a lifetime. $50. Guaranteed 10 MPH (when towed).
Six pre-war tires (1917). 1911
Oldsmobile. In storage for 30
years.' 1 "Save money. Do yout
own ironing. This iron is the hottest thing ever to come out of a
fire sale. See it on display at 304
N. Pine.'' The post office building
has this to offer:~"Please do not
throw cigarette butts in the fountain. It makes them soggy and so
hard to light.''
DOUBLE TAKES. Go by the
shady nook north of the Art
Building and see New Mexico's
state flower, the yucca, blossoming. One of the . century plants
collapsed at the library Monday.
Tuesaay the SUB ·served a
strange vegetable. It couldn't have
been a hundred years old, though.
A strange red and blue costume
~ppears in a window across from
Hodgin. A sign says it's an "origional" by Omega of Old Town.
Omega's spelling is original also,
but get a load of that lid, or is it
a tam-o'shanter? Some men thirst
after wealth, some thirst after
beauty, and some thirst after
fame, but all· men thirst after
~altecJ.. peanuts. For an adventure
Itt. eatntg, . try the Albuquerque
Country Club. Where else could
you run a gauntlet of gazes from
so~e old goats (the filthy rich)
while you pay double prices :for a
hamburger! which . is called
"choppea steak" on their menu?

LECTURE REVIEW

Seven Years Remain
For Vets' Benefits

Dr. Karsch Returns
To "Crime" Scene

Pretty near a .full moon shown
down on a meager audience at Dr.
Enrique Noble's p:cesentation of
Afro-Cuban poetry at Monday
One of the visiting professors,
night's lecture under the stars.
The 300-odd knowledge-seekers
The Veterans Administration Dr, Robert F. Karsch of the Unipolitely waited fo1· a red-headed reassured New Mexico veterans versity of Missouri, has received
bespectacled gentleman, who is that they have plenty of time- a different greeting than he did
never introduced at the lectures until July 25, 1957-to avail them- the first time he came to New
but is rumored to be Dr. Robert selves of loan guaranty benefits Mexico.
Twelve years ago Dr. Karsch
E. Barton Allen, to introduce Dr. 'ofthe GI Bill.
Miguel Jorrin six minutes late.
Martin May, loan guaranty of- visited Carlsbad and was arrested
Dr. Jo1·rin in turn introduced fice~· at the VA regional office in by the Eddy county Shetiff HowDr. Noble after first securing his Albuquerque, made the statement ell Gage on the cha1·ge of passing
position by mentioning that UNM to counteract a faulty impression counterfeit money. The matter
is the best university in the world. which has resulted from pending was cleared up when Dr. Karsch's
D1•. Noble got a chuckle from changes in the Loan Guaranty new $10 bills, imported from a
bank in Missouri, proved to be
his audience by classing Cuba the Act.
second most important country in
"Not only has there been no cur- the ;real stuff.
the world-the first being Texas. tailment in the GI loan program,"
His second encounter with the
After alluding to the moon and May said, "but Public Law 4751 re- sheriff was more amicable, and
its effect on his use of language, cently enacted, actually expands since then Dr. Karsch and Gage,
Dr. Noble wrestled with his accent the program. Widows of veterans now the warden of the New Mexand stated, "Anyone who does not are in many instances now en- ico State Penitentiary at Santa
dance-is something wrong with titled to loan guaranty benefits.''. Fe, have become friends.
•·
him,"
Provisions have also been made"
It was on his second trip to
He cited the contrasting and for direct loans by the VA in Carlsbad that Dr. Karsch wanted
contributory roles of the North areas where four-per cent financ- permission for his charges, the
American cotton-picking Negro ing is not available.
W estminister College glee club,
and his counterpart in Brazil, the
· to sing in the Carlsbad Caverns.
coffee-picker. ·
Gage could not circumvent the
After pointing out that Negroes
cavern re~ulations, but he did arcame from Africa, D1·. Noble exrange ovet-night accommodations
pounded on the bilingual characfor the group in the new court
ter, musical and sociological conhouse, Dr. Karsch said. The glee
tents and human element in Negro
club
visited the caverns anyway,
Preliminary surveys and stakpoetry,
sang
spontanebusly, and were apWith the assistance of Gloria ing-out work have started on the plauded by the people who heard
$750,000
classroQm,
building
new
Aledort, who read English transthem. Dr. Karsch said he is planlations, eight poems were present- between the Administration build- ning to visit with Warden Gage
ing
and
Carlisle
Gym.
The
coned 'by Dr. Noble. Enterprising
sometime this summer.
Gloria effectively presented her struction site was formerly the
The Karsches' two children are
pat•king
lot.
main
half of the task while her profesattending
classes at UNM this
Earl
Bowdich,
superintendent
sor, occasionally blowing or snifsummer. Warren Tuttle, who is
fing into the microphone for em- of maintenance, announced that Mrs.
Karsch's son, is taking
phasis, read in Spanish and com- the main parking lot henceforth
in anthropology, and
mented on the themes of the would be the one east of the Presi- courses
Michael,
their
six-year-old boy, is
dent's
home,
north
of
the
Dorm-D
poems.
enrolled
in
one
of the swimming
a1•ea.
The first poem was "Tu No
classes
for
children.
The
~onstruction
will
preclude
Sabes Ingles" or "You Don't
His main interest being AmeriKnow No English.'' A DC-3 use of the area for Lectures Undrowned out most of the second der the Stars motorists. The other can national and state governpoem entitled "Maracas.'' "Canto two lots and most of the streets in ment, Dr. Karsch has written
Negro," the third selection could the vicinity will be available for many articles on the subjects .. His
book, "The Missouri Constitution
not be translated according to Dr. parking, Bowdich said.
The
new
building
will
have
40
in
Action," will be published this
Noble or it would lose its musical
qualities. Set to music it would classrooms of from 30 to 150 capa- summer for use as a high school
sound about like a selection by an city. The two-story structure will text book. It will be revised for
college use and published again
Albuquerque night club band have a new air-cooling system.
this fall.
claiming to be Cuban.
Before poem number six, Gloria
"New Mexico is amazingly pro• disturbed Dr: Noble by sipping
gressive," Dr. Karsch said. "The
at his water. The lecture was constudents are more conscious of included with "Thick-Lipped Colored
ternational
problems than they
Have You Got the Word Yet?
Boy" as a star fell in the Western
are in the Middlewest," he added,
sky and Dr. Noble made a plea
Wayne Cowan and Louella giving the nearness of the Pacific
for understanding the Negro and Crawford got married Sunday, as coast and the special weapons
his cultural contributions.
was mentioned in this column last projects as possible reasons. He
Dr. Jorrin, unusually somber, week. Monday's Tribune carried expressed amazement at the apmade an ordinary announcement the story under this headline: parent lack of racial discriminaof a series of lectures to be given "Louella Crawford, C. W. Collins tion among the students here.
in Spanish. in the Inter-American Wed at Formal, Baptist Cere- "It's not like Missouri," he comAffairs patio. Dr. Allen made a mony."
mented.
couple of old jokes about Texas
Oh well don't despair, Wayne.
and retired.
When Jim Culberson .got hitched
Despite the uninviting title the in February, the Trib used this
lecture was good, novel and en- headline: "Eleanor Abney Weds
joyed. The audience gave almost Robei't Bowers, Jr.''
spontaneous applause as a .sign
Students were craning their
of approval once in a while. Glo- necks toward the stadium Tuesria, who bobbed her short bob day, where a fire truck and the
around, among and before the au- chief's red Buick convertible were
Coach Woody Clements has
dience preceding the lecture, stationed. Instead of a conflagra- changed his weekly Tuesday night
proved to be a satisfactory com- tion, holocaust, or even a blaze, basketball discussions to Wednesplement to the deft talent of Dr. the cause of their visit was a day nights at 7:30, in room 10 of
Noble.
-J. G.
burned-out light bulb. The fire the gymnasium.
ladder came in handy.
The discussions are primarily
Ellie Sims, art teacher at the for any basketball coaches enUniversity •of Alabama, now at- rolled in summer school, but any
tending UNM, was named top other coaches who might be interplize winner in the National Dress ested are also invited.
Design contest. She gets $500. .
The following basketball menPeter Snyder, a senior majoring tors have been attending the disHokona-Marron hall residents
have elected the following officers in social studies, and Janet Wil- cussions:
ldnson of Oconomowoc, Wis., tied
for the summer session:
.Roy Anderson, .Roswell high
Barbara Bongard, president; the knot June 24.
school; Virgil Boteler and L. C.
Dorothy Millen, Marron viceCozzens, Lovington high school;
president; Jeni Burran, Hokona
John
M. Keach, Nara Visa high
vice-president, and Emily Large, IAA. Modern Languages school; J. C. Lewis, Highlands
secretary-treasurer.
high school; Sam St1·atton, AlaOther officers arc Madge May, Arrang·e Spanish Talks
mogordo high school; and . Bill
representative from lower MarThe School of Inter-Ame1·ican Wolffarth, Zenda high school,
ron and South hall; Ellie Sims, Affairs and the department of Kansas.
representative from upper Marron modern languages have organized
and South hall; Mat'Y Davies, Cen- a series of lectures in Spanish.
ter hall, and Cleo Kingsley, North They will be held in the patio of
hall.
the IAA building.
First letcure, given last night
by Dr. Arturo Tori.'es•Rioseco, was
"La Forinacion de un Intelectual
en Chile.'' Lectures are slated
every other 'Thursday at 8 P• m.
Dr. Torres-Rioseco; a native o£
Chilej received his B.A. degree·
TODAY: NCAA golf tournament, from the University of Chile and
Largest MALTS
U. golf course. Morning Watch his M.A. and Ph.D. from the Uni•
Service, Baptist Student Urion, versity of Minnesota. He is pres·
in Albuquerque
daily Monday through. Fnday, ·· ently professor of Latin Arrterican
7:30a.m. Noonday chapel SE!rv- literature at the University of
ices, Baptist Student Umon, California at Berkeley, He is visit·
12:30 p.m. daily Monday ing professor here .this summel'.
through Friday.
HAMBURGERS
SATURDAY: NCAA golf tournament, U, golf course. Films UnSANDWICHES
der the Stars, Charlie Chaplin
Festival, 8 and 10 p. in., IAA
patio.
Home Made lee Cream
SUNDAY: Services in churches
Headquarters for All Your
throughout the city.
Jewelry Needs
MONDAY: Lectures Under the
Stars, Everett Dale, ".Romance
FREE DELIVERY
of the Cow Country," 8 'P• m.,
ALSO
WITHIN 1 MILE
Ad. Bldg., :no charge,
Special Designing! Manufae•
. TUESDAY: Independence Day
RADIUS
turing and. Engranng-Expert
holiday. Square ,dancing, Miss
Watch
and
Jewelry
Repairing
Marlys Swenso:n. 1n charge, 7:30
106 S. Buena 'Vista
p, 111. on the tennis c<.lUrtS.
CENTRAL AT SECOND
Ph. 3·1984
WEDNESDAY: Dance at men's
Dial 7334 or 6150
new dorm, Mrs. Maud Davis in
charge.

New Construction
Closes Car Lot

The Word

Parley Day Changed
For Hoop Coaches

Officers Elected
At Hokona-Marron

Dr. E. E. Dale to Speak
Under Stars Monday

/Ofi{/S

Alumni Notes

Next in the Lectures Under the
Stars series will be "Romance of
the Cow Country" by Edward
Everett Dale, visiting professor

).VIrs. Addington's little boy,
Neil, he of the many by-lines in
the Albrique1•que Journal, has a
new Plymouth.
Peg Hutchinson, recent graduate who majored in speech and radio, is handling the Rainbo com-.
mercials down at KGGJ.VI.
A Kappa Sig has returned to
Albuquerque after his graduation
from Juilliard School of Music, to
open a music studio here. He is
Allen Lenicheck, master of the
piano.
Paul Edwat•d Arthur, ex '45,
was graduated this month from
the University of Kansas City
with a degree as Doctor of Dental
Surgery.
Narcisa Zarate of 'Telles, N. M.
writes a column in the Las Cruces
Citizen. She was a '50 graduate
with a BS in Education.
T. E. Clark, '28 has been appointed assistant Utah traffic superintendent for Mountain States
Dr. Dale
Tel. and Tel.
One of the 10 Americans shot •
from the University of Oklahoma. down over the Baltic was a stuThe lecture is slated for 8 p.m. dent in 1946 at UNM. He was
Monday in front of the Adminis- Ens. Tommy Lee Burgess, cotration building.
pilot, of Osawatomie, Kan.
Dale has lectured on subjects
Richard L. Norvell and Ida Mae
connected with history of the Hutson of Springer were married
West, social and economic develop- in Albuquerque June 4.
ments of the frontier, Indian life,
Andy Mitchell, '49, and Mary
1·anch life, and folklore. He is au- Elizabeth Hapgood are engaged.
thor of about 20 histolical and
Dave Robertson, Tucumcari, exresearch books and a1·ticles. o
'51, and Marian l!agler were marThere is no admission charge to ried June 9.
Karl Wehmeyer, '47, now a gethe Starlight Lectures and everyologist fo1· Gulf Oil Co. in Matone is invited.
toon, Ill., was married to Anita
Koch of London, England, April
22 in Mattoon. They met in Geneva, Switzerland last year.
Sally Jane Thompson and Allan
Norwood .Rader were married in
San Marino, Calif. in May.
Gloria LaFerne Adams was
In psychology class the profesmarried to John J. Chappell of
SOl' cited a case he once had concerning a college student who per- Willard, 'N. M. June 5 at Las
sisted in counting his books every Cruces.
Andalecio P. Gutierrez, '49, and
time he went home.
Esther
Sanchez were married in
"Why do you suppose .he did
Chicago May 13. Gutierrez reit?" the class was asked.
ceived a degree in business adminThe replies were: "He thought istration here. He is studying for
someone was stealing his books.'' the Presbyterian ministry in Chi"He was subconsciously afraid cago.
he would steal someone else's
Al Gescheidt a Fine Arts stubooks.''
dent here in 1947-48, has a picture
"Perhaps something in his child- layout in the "Speaking of Pichood made .him excessively fond tures" section of the June 26 Life
of books."
Magazine. Some of the same pictures appeared in a photography
' 1He was flunking his courses.''
"It was a defense mechanism.' magazine a few months ago,
The last student raised his hand
and contributed, 1'He did not like
college and actually hoped someone would steal his books.''
1
' No," said the professor. "You
a1•e all wrong. He counted his
books because he wanted to know
how many he had.''

Student Checks Up
For Odd Reasons

Warner-Woods
For the Best in Portraits
1804. E. Central

1910 E. CENTRAL

Phone 9895

THE MIRAGE

COMING UP

Fl'iday, June 23, 1950
·
Page Three

CORSAGES
Ca rna ti ons ·-··-····-··-·-··-··--·----··-···----··- 1.50 up
0 rch ids ---·--·-------·-·----·--··------·----··----·-- 4.00 up
Roses --·---······--·--··------·-··-·------- .50· per bloom
Boutonnieres ·-·--··-·-·----·------··---·····-------·---- .50c
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
WEDDINGS-PARTIES- HOME DECORATIONS·
BANQUET ARRANGEMENTS
.!

Summer Hours: 9 :00 A. M.-li :00 P. M•

Night Phone 5-9158
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SIGHTS OF NEW MEXICO
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To visit Santa Fe and Taos on
one weelc-end is a big order. You
should count on taking at least
two full days. Since you will be
!lpending Saturday night in one
of these places, I urge you to
:make hotel or auto court reservations in advance. This is the tourist season.
In Santa Fe, be sure to see the
Old Church, the Old Ho1,1se, the
Old Governors Palace and Museum, the Lalioratory of .Anthropology and the .A1•t Museum. Each
of these is worth :more time than
you will have.
If you go on to Taos for the

by J. T. Reid

night, enjoy the ddve up the Rio•
Grande Gorge, with the tumbling
stream cavorting by the roadside.
If you care to, stop and flip a fly
in the racy waters, There are
trout lurking there with ravenous
app'etites.
Taos is noted for its Indians,
artists and local color. The lofty
peaks .supply the frame for this
engaging canvas. Do tli.e plaza in
the early evening. See the art exhibits at the Harwood Gallery and
other places in town.
If possible, make an appointment to visit the studio of one or
more of the artists. You'll never
forget Taos!

Vol. LII

University To Plan
Southwest Economy;
Wollman Is Chairman

(

Queer Quirks ...

President Tom L, Popejoy stated today that the University will
have a prominent l'ole in the work
o£. the Committee on Southwest
Economy. · ·
The etablishment of the committe was recently announced by
Leon H. Keyserling, chairman of
the Council of Economic Advisers
in the executive office of President
Truman.
Mr. Popejoy said that the special committee, which is due to
make a report on the potentialities
of the Southwest region, will be
composed of leading economists in
the area.
He said that the University will
be the.contractual agent of the
committee, and would administer
-the funds made available for research as well as other administrative tasks.
.
As executive secretary of the
committee, Dr. Nathaniel Wollman, associate professor of econom.ics here, will, under the direction of the committee, be responsible for coordination of the work.
In addition to Dr. Wollman, other committee members include:
Clarence E. Ayres, professor of
economics, University of Texas;
W. Paul Brann, associated director of Bureau of Business and

•

Coaxial Cable Causes Curt Comments
' ..

By Racy Putt
Now that the wife has a top
co:tmer hustling the downtown
papers, the loot is rolling in. In
The North Texas State team, last year's
golf champions, re- fact,
we are so loaded that we
peated this year with a low score of 573 strokes. From left to right
three meals yesterday just to
they are: Bill Turner, A. J. Triggs, who didn't play; Coach Fred Cobb, had
L. M. Crannell J1·., Joe_ Conrad and Billy Maxwell, the only qualifier for see what it was like.
After counting up our cash rethe individual competition from the team. Don January is not in the
picture. At the lower left is North Carolina's Harvie Ward Jr., who serve, we decided to either buy a
won the individual championship last year and qualified in yesterday's Colt and end it all, or a television
set. As Sea1·s was all out of Colts,
playing to defend his title. See story on page one:"
we wound up with TV.
Nighttime finds us hovered
about this boxed cathode ray with
extended eyeballs. For three hours
an eerie light fills the front room
as the Lone Ranger and Tonto
gallop thl'Ough the West, Bert
Parks stops the music, and one
A. Godfrey continually goes over
By Wright Van Deusen
versity, Williams, one of the eight his time limit. Of them all, the
As of yesterday morning two of or ten pre-tourney favorites to Lone Ranger is the best.
the divot-digging sons of UNM, take Harvie Ward's 1949 individuHe and Tonto set about cleaning
playing near-upset golf, were still al championship crown, lost in the up the West with nary a halt for
in the running for the individual first day of match play, 2 and 1, food, water, or a jaunt to the
championship in match play in to Len Kennett of the University men's room. Though cowgirls and
the NCAA golf tournament being of Southern California.
ranchers' daughters throw themplayed here this week.
·
Williams had qualified for the selves in his path, his love for law
Jim Frost, 22-year-old senior championship brackets with 142, a and order triumphs. A pituitary
from Battle Creek, Mich., came comparatively low qualifying condition perhaps.
through in Wednesday's match score. He was low man in MonBefore these exciting exploits
play to win 3 and 2 over Frank day's play, tuming in a scorching reach the watcher's eyes, the proO'Connor from Canisius College 67 for the 18 holes. His score for gram is loused up with some longof Buffalo, N.Y. Frost's qualify- Tusday's tour of the links was a
juvenile. This offspring
ing score was 149 in Monday's three-over-par 75. It was the front haired
continually
b e r a t e s dear old
nine
that
accounted
for
the
and Tuesday's 36 holes. O'Connor
mother
because
breakfast conmade the coveted bracket in 143, Texan's decline on the second day. sists of nothinghis
more
than panWilliams shot a front 37, as comone under par.
cakes,
bacon
and
eggs,
prunes,
Paul Halter, in his first day of pared to his 31 of the previous and milk.
championship match play, knocked day. His back-nine scores were
For the rest of the day the lad
over Frank Morey of San Diego the same, 38 for the two days.
is
a mental wreck being bawled
all
the
.Aside
:from
Williams,
State College. Mter playing evenout
by the teacher because he
up golf for the required 18 holes, top-seeded men came through the doesn't
know the answer. Let's
Halter went on to take the match, first day of the bracketed match
it mom, your boy is a slob1-up, on the 20th. Halter is a 26- play unscathed. Despite his early face
idiot. But instead of an inyear-old senior from Youngstown, departure from the tourney, Wil- bering
stitution,
mother consults the groliams
wins
our
nomination
as
one
0. He qualified for the 64-man
cer.
He
has
solution, having
bracket with a score of 151 in of those with the coolest and best flunked out ofthe
medical
school that
form
among
the
collegian
golfers.
Monday's and Tuesday's play,
very
same
year.
Morey got in with 146.
With the cure-all tucked in her
Frost and Halter teed-off yesAside from making the top 32 dickey, mother hurries home and
terday among the remaining 32 in the championship brackets, an- pours the golden elixir into a
men playing for the individual other honor was earned by UNM's bowl that is shared by Junior and
NCAA championship.
afore-mentioned Paul Halter, The the cocker spaniel. Now the boy
tall, dark Lobo linksman took sec- idiot inhales this stuff and rushes
"
Other Lobo stalwarts lost out ond place in Sunday's driving con- off to school. Before the end of
in the medalist qualifying rounds. test with an average of 285 yards the commercial, the child reaps a
Pete Griggs, No. 1 man on Coach out of three clouts. Halter was Rhodes nomination, an IQ of 200,
Jolin Dear's crew and winner of topped only by hefty Tom Veech · and sits in the Superintendent of
last spring's Daily Lobo "Out- of Notre Dame who drove an aver. Education's chair.
standing Athlete" award, took a age of 292 yards, 8 inches. LongMter all this enlightenment,
heart breaking loss Tuesday eve- est single ddve of the day was 320 the Lone Ranger flashes on the
ning at the end of the qualifying yards by Wake Forest's Dick scteen. Most of the plots are alike
rounds.
Tiddy.
in transition, but one cannot re•
Griggs had shot a two-day score
frain from becoming interested.
of 152, the score which turned out
The keen old rancher gets tapped
to be the di'.'iding line between Bone-Diggers Leave
with a billy and is carried into
those who got into the championthe hills by an unshaven villain.
ship match-play brackets, and On Trip to Chama
On the next stage the old boy's
those who didn't.
daughter arrives from finishing
Including Gdggs, there were
Under a cooperative deal with school unfinished and can't find
eight linksmen who shot 152 in the National Park Service and the the old coot. Dirty Dan rushes to
the qualifying play, Only four of Laboratory of Anthropology at her aid but is elbowed out by L.
these coUld be allowed to enter Santa Fe, the UNM anthropology R. and Tonto, an honor::; graduate
the 64-man championship brack- department has sent out a field from M. I. T.
ets. In a moon-lit, three-hole play. session group to the Chama reEveryone gets in a tizzy beoff between the eight, Griggs was gion.
cause of the mask but are assured
among the losing four.
Students making the trip, which in short time. While the heroes
may last until September, are
Probably the greatest upset in William Beaver, Richard Myers,
the early part o:f NCAA's week of David Brugge, Stephen Schmidt,
golf here concerns 21-year-old James Bonham, and R o b e r t
Welcome Again
Morris Williams, Jr. of Texas Uni- Whipple.

Local Boys Make Good ...

Frost, Holter Ploy in Chomp Rounds

Ward, 1949 Champ

Prolessor Learns
By Reading Papers
Prof. Wynn 0. Peeper, who recently arrived in this country
from Glaspane, plans to conduct
studies on University life here for
the rest of the semester.
When asked how he liked America compared to Glaspane, Professor Peeper replied, "A bed of
roses it is. At home political pot
is boiling. Here host of friends I
have, thick and fast. At home no
order out of chaos there is in the
offing.''
.Asked what he thought of the
University he said, "I sigh of relief at the present day generation
of red-blooded youth. Betty Coed and College Joe, ·scintillating
they are.''
Professor Peeper commented on
his plans for the future. "Slated
I am for a whirlwind tour of the
land after combing the campus for
the dope. Far flung I am being.''
Asked how he learned English
so quickly the professor answered,
"Busy as the bee, the newspapers
I am reading.''

One hundred seventy-six engineedng students made the dean's
honor roll for the last semester,
according to a list from the dean's
. office •.
:
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Teacher Jobs Open
In Indian Schools •

An examination fOl' elementary
teachers in the Bureau of Indian
Affairs has been announced by the
U. S. Civil Service Commission.
Positions to be -filled pay $3,100 a
year and applicants are not l'equired to take a written test.
Successful completion of a full
four-year course leading to a degree from an accredited college
is l'equired. Jobs are in Indian
schools in Alaska, Minnesota,
North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas, Oklahoma,
Mississippi, Montana, 0 r e g o n,
Idaho, California, Nevada, Arizona, Wyoming, Utah, Colorado,
North Carolina, Flo'rida, and New
Mexico.
Announcements and application
forms are available at most -firstand second-class post offices from
civil service regional offices, and
from the U. S. Civil Service Commission, Washington 25, D. C.
Persons who wish to receive
early consideration should have
applications on file not later than
July 27, 1950•

Dr. Woll11tan

THE PROUDEST NAME IN TIME
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Students

EASTSIDE
CLEANERS

·HARPER!S DRESS SHOPPE
Now Offering
Mid-Summet Specials

Laundry

I
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;

A remarkable value
far the man who
appreciates quality
-and good taste.

$3375

ALL .ALTERATIONS .ARE FREE

One Block From U

1706 E. Central
Tel. 2·1395 or 2-2708

I
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Fod, To• Incl.

!

Two Hour Dry Cleaning
When Needed

Ask Almost Any Student

Opposite the Campus

·r

,.,

All Suits - Coats - Dresses
and· Accessories are drastically
reduced.
1806 E. Central

f

F

VERI·THIN ARROW

f

j

1% Blocks East of the Campus
Dial 3-2446

Coeds Choose Cool Clothin

Economic Research, Universty
of A1·kansas; Robert W. French,
Dean of College of Commerce and
Business Administration, Tulane
University; Mords E. Garnsey,
professor of economics, University of Colorado; Watrous H.
Irons, vice-president of Federal
Reserve' Bank at Dallas, and Ray·mond D. ·Thomas, Dean of School
of Commerce, Oklahoma A. and M.
College.
_
States involved in the study include: Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Southeastern
Colorado, southern half o~ Ka~
sas1 southern. part of M1sso~l'l,
anu that portion of New Mex1co
east of the Continental Divide.
The committee will work closely
with the Southwest Field Committee, of which C. L. ·Forsling is
chairman, and with the Council of
Economic Advisers and its staff
members.
Mr. Keyserling outlined the
principal objectives of the study:
1. To identify the major opportunities for economic development
in industry, agricul~ure, mining,
nnd trades and service:!. ,
2. To list the majo\• problems
and obstacles to economic development in the various fields.
3. To analyze longer-term economic potentialities ,of natl:\ral resources and related mc:l.ustnal and
set•vice activities of the Southwest region as a guide in ·determining. the resources, conservation, and economic measures, pl).bllc and private which will be re• d,
qmre
,I'
4. To recommend polic1es, programs, or, oth~t· ac~1ons-private
and pubhc, mcludmg Federal,
state, and local-designed to :facil•
itate the renlization of the region's opportunities and the overcom'ing o:f its problems.

Final Enro linent
Tally Set at 1877
The summer session enrollment
reached 1877 at the end of late
registration, announced J. C. MacGregor, director of admissions.
The total compares favorably with
last year's high of 1886. Earlier,
a decline in enrollment was expected.
One hundred thirty-six faculty
members are listed for the summer session, and a total of. 363
courses are being offered.
·
MacGregor said there are about
400 fewer veterans enrolled this
summer than last year. Civilians
outnumber veterans 1027 to 850.
New Mexico residents total
1458, and 1183 students are from
Bernalillo County. All 48 states
and the District of Columbia are
represented.
Students from outside the continental limits of the United
States are from Brazil, Mexico,
Peru, India, Canada, Hawaii,
Puerto Rico, Greece, and th~ Canal
Zone.
·
By classes, the totals are:
freshmen 176, sophomores 167,
juniors 287, seniors 376, specials
269, unclassified 17, law 2, and
graduates 593. Men outnumber
women 1284 to 593.
Division by colleges is as follows: Arts and Sciences 372, Engineering 163, Business Administration 193, Education 376, Fine
Arts 84, General College 67, Pharmacy 29, and Graduate School
593.
In addition to classes on the
campus, three field sessions are in
progress.
Prof. Kenneth Adams is directing the. art sessions at the Harwood Foundation, Taos. Prof. Lyle
Saunders is co-dh·ector of a field
session in sociology in the Lower
Rio Grande Valley near McAllen,
Tex. Dr. Paul Reiter is in charge
of field sessions in anthropology.

Four June Graduates
Get Duty Assignment
On Pacific Warships

Two of the most popular summer styles on the campus are shown above
by seniors in the College of Business Administmtion. At left, Irene
Cuzner wears a gathered block print skirt with a waffle pique blouse of
white, while .at right, Jo Cozzens wears a brightly-colored off-theshoulder blouse and a full circle skirt.

UNM Women Try to Beat the Heat
In light-Weight Cottons and Sandals

.

and
l

search for the old rancher, Tonto
manages to look the wrong way
long enough to get captured. On
the brink of death, he is rescued
by L. R. The old rancher is found,
Dirty Dan is eliminated by a right
hook, and Scout, Tonto's ho1·se,
smothers his owner with hugs of
relief. This all happens because
the ranch was known to be a rich
source of Serutan.
While everyone is talking over
the situation, L.R, and T. ease out
the door and ride off, into the sunset. Daughter feels a pang in her
heart and drops dead or is given
the eye grind by a simple young
plowjockey with honest intentions.
Dirty Dan is hauled off to jail for
a shave and the old l'ancher journeys to the south 40 to play with
his cattle.
.A distance shot of L. R.'s, Silver's, Tonto's, and Scout's posteriors brings to an end the best
TV show out. It's time to wash'the
dishes anyway.
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With the heat defeating the
popularity of Levis, coeds are
dressed for cool comfort this summer. Even the typically non-conforming Fine Arts students have
discarded heavy skirts and Levis
for light cotton dresses and fiesta
costumes with off-the-shoulder
peasant blouses and sandals.
Feather cuts, suntans, and occasionally some :f1·eckles are sported by most of the women on the
campus. Coeds from out of state
have been quick to adopt the
Southwestern styles. Nancy Brandanbury of Chicago, after three
weeks at UNM, is wearing a handpainted cotton skirt with a batiste
off-the-shoulder blouse and sandals.
Sue Baker, also new to the New
Mexico campus, wears a semi-full

192 Engineer Grads

Secure Positions
Practically all of this year's 192
engineering graduates have been
placed in jobs, Dean Marshall E.
Farris of the College of Engineering, announced today.
The successful placement of
graduated engineers is a national
trend, Dean Farris added, citing
a Stanford University survey report. "Four out of five engineers
graduated this June, the largest
class in history, have accepted
jobs or have received job offel·s,''
he said of the national picture.
He considers the outlook favorable for the 35,000 engineers who
will graduate next year. The classes for the next three years are
expected to be smaller than this
yea1•'s due to publicity regarding
the possible oversupply of engineermg graduates.
Of the recent UNM graduates,
61 at•e from the electrical division,
53 from civil engineering, 51 :from
mechanical engineering, 20 from
chemical engineering and seven
from industrial arts. The twoyear-old architectural department
will not have any graduates for
at least two years.
'

Free Dance to Be in SUB
There will be a student body
dance in the SUB ballroom tomorrow :f'rom 9 to 12 p. m. with Tommy Mo1·gan and his o1·chestra
playing. Acti'\'ity .tickets are all
thnt is required for ndmittance.

butcher linen skirt and a cotton
sleeveless blouse with a Peter Pan
collar. Betty Blake of Springfield,
Mo., wears a one-piece gingham
dress with a Peter Pan white waffle pique collar adorned with
matching cuffs on bet• cap sleeves.
As a departure from the usual
sandals she wears cloud hopper
shoes.
Blue denim circular skirts are
also popular with off-the-shoulder
peasant blouses and sandals. Jo
Rene Cameron of Albuquerque
weal'S a fiesta skirt with an eyelet
embroidered peasant blouse and a
pair of leather flats.
Liz Gatlin, an Albuquerque resident for 20 years, wears a tailored
cotton blouse with a loose-pleated
skirt, concho belt and moccasins.
Snooky Lawler of Oak Park, Ill.,
wears a seersucker patio oatfit
with a gathered front and a blouse
with a white waffle pique .:ollar.
Gloria .Aledort, Seattle, Wash., is
wearing a man-t;ailored shirt,
plain rayon skirt and sandals with
crepe soles.
Colors are rich and bright with
reds, blues, and greens predominating over pastels. Few of the
coeds wear hose or sox, and most
have colorfully painted toenails
exposed by their well-ventilated
sandals.
The swimming pool is the scene
:for the most popular outfit of all.
The newest style in suits is a twopiece, straplMs l'ayon with tights
and shirt top giving a figure skater skirt effect.

Selections Picked
For Reed Recital
Mitzi Reed will present her juniol' }iiano recital at the Music
Building July 20 at 8:30 p.m. $he
is a student of Morton Schoenfeld.
• Miss Reed's program will consist of selections by Bnch, Mozart,
Chopin, d' Albert, Schumann, Prokofieff, and Dohnanyi.

Notice, A&S Graduates
Dean Ried's office announced
that the tentative graduating list
for the College of Arts and Sciences is now posted on the Arts
and Sciences bulletin board in the
Administration building. 'Those
who expect to grnduate from this
college in .August have been asked
to check this list to see if their
name has been posted correctly.

Four June graduates of the
University, who were midshipmen
in the NROTC Unit, are now in
the service of the regular Navy
and have received duty assign-ments aboard warships of the Pacific fleet.
Ens. Robert D. Albright was
ordered to the aircraft carrier,
USS Philippine Sea.
Ens. William R. Blanc has been
· ordered to the heavy cruiser USS
Helena.
Ens. Thomas D. Gay has reported for duty aboard the destroyer USS James E. Keyes. Ensign Gay resides in Albuquerque,
and was graduated from• Albuquerque High in 1946.
Ens. Robert G. Lalicker is on
duty as a Junior Officer aboard
the destroyer USS Collet. Ensign
Lalicker is a graduate of .Albuquerque High School.

Graduate Sfudenf
Wins $500 Award
Given by Thetas
A $500 scholarship to do
graduate work
in English and
.American literature has been
awarded Bar.
bara Wykes,
1950 graduate in
Arts and Sciences. The
was given
.
Kappa A I p a Mtss Wykes
Theta and is called a Fifth Year
Award.
Three of the awards a1·e given
annually to outstanding Thetas
selected from members in the
United States and Canada. The
sorority also supports a loan fund
and gives a fellowship to a foreign woman student each year.
At the spring Honors Day assembly, Miss Wykes received a
gold cup given by the Daily Lobo
to the outstanding woman graduate. The award is based on scholarship and service to the University.

Dr. Adams Lectures
In Spanish Series
0

Second lecture in the Spanish
Language series will be "Espana:
Pais Romantico o No?" by Dr.
Nicholson B. Adams, in the InterAmerican Affairs patio Thursday
at 8 p.m.
Dt·. Adams did undergraduate
work at Washington and Lee University, and received his Ph.D.
from Columbia. He has been pro•
fessor of Spanish literature at the
University of North Carolina
since 1923;

Football Star Fumbles ••.

Police Snore Discourteous Student
.

While off duty, Sgt. Looney
City Hall held 105 drunks for
trial Monday morning, one of them overheard a conversation between
contributed by the campus police two men connecting one with a
force, Sgt. Noel Looney reported, murder in South Carolina in 1923.
Most of the week's crime was traf- Sgt. Looney tipped off the city pofic violations involving the run- lice and the man was arrested.
ning o:f stop signs by motorists He is being held for investigation
now.
passing tht·ough the campus.
A l'esident in the men's new
The one drunken driver was
"found to be very drunk and in dormitory reported a man who
no condition to be driving a car," walked through the halls at 7 a. m.
according to the po}.ice repoz:t. knocking on doors. When apBurglar tools were discovered m proached for a reason and rehis car and he is being held fo1· fei'red to the desk, the man fled
investigation of a recent village out the front door.
A man ran stop signs at Yale
hoisting.
A University football star was and Coronado, Yale and Rorrta,
charged with parking on the left Yale and Las Lomas, Yale and
side of the street and was l'eport- Campus and was finally stopped at
ed to have cussed out the officer, the 1300 block on East New York
comparing him to chicken drop- after being chased. by Patrolman
pings and a slang term for horse ~· F. Gr~Y.,.Jyith sir~n anq red
manure. The grid hero suggested hght flaslung. The dr1ver sa1d he
he should have been warned before did not hear the siren no1• see the
being cited. He was fin(.ld $5 at po- light. .
There were six traffic violations,
lice court for the traffic violation,
a disorderly conduct charge being five pnrking violations and three
ignored when the police officer over night parking violations for
·the week.
failed to appear to testify,
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